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THE ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF LIFE, ON THE THEORY OF ACTION
AND INTERACTION OF ENERGY. By Henry Fairfield Osborn, Sc. D.,
Princeton, etc., of Columbia University, the U. S. Geological Survey,
and the American Museum of Natural History. New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons. 1917. Pp. xxi, 322; illustrations, 136. 27x16 c. m.
$3.00 net.

In certain essential respects this latest volume from Professor
Osborn's "pen" (or typing-machine or dictagraph) is an epoch-making
publication in the democratic advancement of general learning—
words easily and often said to be sure, but here, at least, not lightly.
For the psychologist who reads it comprehendingly it must have
several startling and suggestive, useful convictions; to the average
anthropologist it must be almost like an indispensable preliminary
text book; to the untechnical but intelligent lawyer and business man
and school-ma'm and physician whether in war-work or "safe" at
home, it must be one of the absorbingly interesting biologic volumes
of a lifetime, an earnest of the vital clutch which all science worth the
cost of its publication even, may have on the unscientific human brain
and heart. And clutch on the heart this volume has, as well as on the
less plastic neopallium! It lends its reader a suggestion of rest and
fixation in an evanescent and worrisome life, orienting him; it lends him
a joyous peep, and more, or pretends to do so, into his real brute nature,
into the certain depths of the everlasting Whence?, the human query
only less incessant and insistent than the more certainly soluble Whith-
er?

Taking it "at its face," without search into the cosmology or into
the technical vertebrate paleontology which it throws so interestingly
on the shadow-screen, this book is as important for the elementary
technical student of biology as it is to the always eager Public, keen
for knowledge when they can have it fed to them in varied and always
pleasant tastes. It may prove a well-integrated philosophy of biologic
life, even, as satisfying to the psychologist searching ever for con-
tinuity, as to the physicist whose concept "energy" continually broad-
ens and deepens and aspires into the "monism" which must remain
the goal of both of these opposed yet complementary modes of thought.
Chemistry here too gets new sanction, as in the works of Mathews and
of Henderson (from which Doctor Osborn quotes), a sanction which
tends to make the old-time words materialism and idealism but as
aspects of a Fechner's arc. (Any internecine mediaeval contradiction
between them seems now as impossible as the survival of that Kaiser-
like king of Earth's destructive mechanisms, the carnivorous Tyranno-
saurus rex Osborn.) The book appeals, that's all, to all sorts and
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conditions of intelligent women and men,—while to the children the
very faery stories of the bed-time fire-glow must seem outdone. And
how the "smart" Sunday-newspaper artists might double their
salaries!

The publishers' advertisement tells the truth as advertisements
do more and more often: "From latest discoveries Professor Osborn
pictures the lifeless earth and presents a new conception of the
origin and early evolution of living forms in terms of energy. In the
spirit of modern physics, chemistry, and biology, this is a reply to
Arrhenius' derivation of life from space, to Darwin's doctrine of chance,
to Bergson's elan vital or internal guiding force. It gives evolutionary
thought another direction. The wonderful and beautiful succession
of life from its dawn to the time of the appearance of man is richly
illustrated and philosophically interpreted."

Morphology, as tectology at least, here gets a woful, hard knock;
perhaps it will help to awaken with its modernism gross anatomy and
morphology out of their age-long doze. Here it is shown that the
vital guiding thread is kinesis, dynamism, change, and not formed
"matter", form, vaguely conceived as more or less fixed. Old Bishop
Wilberforce himself, (whom Huxley argumentatively slew) would
almost be convinced that the interesting monkey was (as no one be-
lieves) a most proper and even a most orthodox forebear.

The book has an essential introduction, eight chapters, and an
important appendix. The titles of the former run thus, divided up
under two parts, "the adaptation of energy" and "the evolution of
animal form:" I, Preparation of the Earth for life; II, The sun and
its physicochemical origins of life; III, Energy-evolution of bacteria,
algae, and plants; IV, The origins of animal life and evolution of the
invertebrates; V, Visible and invisible evolution of the vertebrates;
VI, Evolution of body-form in the fishes and amphibians; VII, Form-
evolution of the reptiles and birds; and, VIII, Evolution of the mam-
mals. " The appendix suggests in seven notes some technical but very
important new matters from A. P. Mathews, Loeb, Gies, Ostwald,
etc.; and gives a taxonomic table of animals. An up-to-date bibliog-
raphy and a fairly full index both of authors and of topics complete
the book.

It is hinted that a complementary volume will appear (if the
fashionable danse macaber does not prevent) which will carry the
argument into human life more explicitly than is done in the present
work; and in treatment quite unlike (we may well suppose) that of
"Men of the Old Stone Age," of "before the War."

In the trite philosophy of the circus side-show hawker, this popu-
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larly attractive treatise has to be seen to be appreciated. But there
is scarcely a reader of the JOURNAL who would not find his time's
worth, as well as the worth of his money, in the reading and the owning
of this book. It is even more than it seems; it is like a presaging lecture
made delightful with fun and good humor—though the dull and super-
ficial mind forever yet confuses good humor with superficiality and
snobbe^ with profundity and real dignity. The inherent interest of
the subject makes the book delightful, but no one with even a tinge of
insight will fail to see it as a potentially important contribution to the
philosophy of Life, of Earth's stupendous ventures, of man's whence?
and whither? It is Huxley outdone in "human" interest at least.
I have no hesitation in thus frankly praising the book (and in trying
to suggest its real meaning rather than its contents in detail) because
I think it a book of the years long to come in the history of the popu-
larization of science, the most certain and shortest road to scientific
evolution. If opinions differ as to its radicalism, its cold scientific
"certainty," the opinions will be for a time at least only opinions;
and an "inspiring" book is not necessarily able to inspire a mere
reviewer. But every reader must finish it enthused.

GEORGE V. N. DEARBORN.
Cambridge


